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ABSTRACT
Over the years, the growing popularity for the coffee has led to
the massive development of the coffee industry across the world.
The world’s leading coffee-producing countries are Brazil, Vietnam,
Colombia, Indonesia,Ethiopia, Honduras, India, Peru, Uganda, and
Mexico[25][32]. The coffee retailers of these countries use the most
fascinating flavors and mix it to make it more special for the people
however these flavor descriptions are not widely available due
to rare number of certified professionals and tremendous market
demand[15]. Currently, there are only few studies that is available
to predict the overall score based on several determinants of the
coffee including acidity,aroma,flavor,sweetness etc. In this paper,
we proposed a novel idea to predict the flavor of the coffee with
feature collection including country, region, processing methods,
altitudes etc using GPT-3[14], a transformer based model along
with the fine-tuning which we refer as a DeepCoffee model in this
paper. We used OpenAI API [33] for GPT-3 model with fine-tuning
[14] and built a web application which the prompts the user to enter
the coffee features that includes coffee growing region, altitude,
variety and the processing method and provides the coffee flavors
as a result from the prediction. We were able to achieve a good of
83.5% using our DeepCoffee models while comparing over the other
models available in openAI and emphasize that the fine-tuned GPT-
3 [14] is a promising method for the coffee flavor prediction and
can provide a new future objective in predicting the other complex
flavors of food and beverages in the world[15].
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• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; Neu-
ral networks; Model development and analysis; Natural language
processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Coffee is one of the most widely consumed commodities world-
wide and there are several distinct characteristics that makes it a
unique and special beverage[15]. The worlds top coffee producing
countries include Brazil, Vietnam, Colombia, Indonesia,Ethiopia,
Honduras, India, Peru, Uganda, andMexico[25][32].These countries
drive the coffee manufactures with innovative solutions to the pro-
cessing methods based on the country, region and altitude. There
are several global brands across the countries competing with each
other to provide the high quality and tasteful coffee comprising of
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roasted, instant, and ready-to-drink (RTD) coffee [35]. Coffee drink-
ing has become one of the most important aspect in our individual
daily routine while offering benefits of health and personal care
along with the richness in texture, aroma and most importantly
flavours. The flavor of a coffee is influenced by factors such as the
geographical location of origin including country, region, altitude,
variety, climatic factors, processing methods, roasting process, and
preparation methods[19][37][26][31][18][11][7][23][22]. The dif-
ferences in sensory characteristics also attribute towards coffee
drinking[12]. Coffee drinking emphasise a significant role in the
daily routines of many people as such it is beneficial for health
and personal care providing the consumers with refreshment and
convenience. Apart from these benefits, coffee is also famous for
its texture,aroma and flavours. Especially, flavor is the most def-
inite aspect for the users in a good coffee and continues to be a
driving force for growth of Coffee in today’s market[35]. There
are hundreds of flavors available such as french vanilla, hazelnut,
peppermint, pumpkin, caramel, mocha and further classifying the
flavors into fruit flavors - stone fruit flavor such as peach, apri-
cot, nectarine, citrus flavor including orange, lemon, grapefruit,
nectarine; berries flavor such as raspberry, strawberry, blackberry,
black currant, cherry; chocolate flavors such as milk chocolate, dark
chocolate and cacao. Due to its growing demand, coffee industries
tending to introduce new flavoring ideas by mixing multiple inter-
esting flavors to attract the consumers. However, multiple flavors
in a single coffee and limited availability of the coffee professionals
leads to more complex problem for the prediction of descriptive
coffee flavors[35].

Recently, deep learning[27] techniques are continuously draw-
ing much attention from the industry, academy and other known
fields. This is mainly because of its superior performance compared
to the other previous machine learning techniques[29] and with the
breakthrough of the transformer[39] architecture via the Attention
mechanism. The existing works on pre-trained language represen-
tations in NLP systems have been directly fine-tuned removing the
need for task-specific architectures completely. [34][28][21][14].
However, there is still a major limitation to this approach even
while the architecture remains task-agnostic[14]. The NLP tasks
requires a task-specific datasets and task-specific fine-tuning on a
dataset of thousands to hundreds of thousands of examples specific
to that task for achieving a strong performance[14]. Given some
examples of the task as input, large language models (LMs) are
allowed to perform a wide range of natural language processing
(NLP) tasks[33]. However, these models often misalaigned and ex-
press unintended behaviors such as making up facts, generating
biased or toxic text, or simply not following user instructions [10]
[13][24][41][38][20][33]. It is important to remove these biased
and unintended behaviors especially for language models that are
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deployed and used in hundreds of applications[33]. In order to en-
compass both explicit intentions such as following instructions and
implicit intentions such as staying truthful, and not being biased,
toxic, or otherwise harmful, the approach of fine-tuning can be
used and such that it helps in aligning the language models to act
in accordance with the user’s intention[33][30]. Additionally the
models hould be helpful (they should help the user solve their task),
honest (they shouldn’t fabricate information or mislead the user),
and harmless (they should not cause physical, psychological, or
social harm to people or the environment)[33]. The improved trans-
former based models like Generative Pre-Training [8] developed a
novelty for Deep Learning [27] based NLP models. GPT architec-
tures were trained on large datasets to create pre-trained models.
Thereafter transfer learning was used to fine-tune these models
for task-specific features resulting in significant performance on
several NLP tasks[36]. GPT-3 achieves strong performance on many
NLP datasets, including translation, question-answering, and close
tasks, as well as several tasks that require on-the-fly reasoning
or domain adaptation, such as unscrambling words, using a novel
word in a sentence, or performing 3-digit arithmetic[14].

We created the dataset by collecting the reliable and important
coffee features data by performing the web scrapping from the real
websites royalcoffeedb [4], thecaptainscoffee[5]. Followed by the
data collection, we performed the data preprocessing to generate a
more balanced dataset from the raw data to result in more accurate
and efficient model performance results. We then performed the
training process using our DeepCoffee model i.e fine-tuned GPT-3
using supervised learning with OpenAI [33]. Finally, we built a
web application that is GUI based for providing a user with a good
interface visualisation to display the coffee flavors result based on
the input coffee features including coffee growing region, altitude,
variety and the processing method. Overall in this work, we evalu-
ated our data on our DeepCoffee, a GPT-3 fine-tuning model using
open AI[33] and determined the model performance experimentally
to show that our method and results are highly significant for the
prediction of the coffee flavors while achieving a reliable and good
model accuracy (83.5%).

The following sections of the paper is organised as follows: In
section 2, we review our related work for our project followed by
the detailed methodology in section 3 that contains the subsection
of Data collection in section 3.1, Data Preprocessing in section 3.2,
Data Modeling in section 3.3 that provides the training methods
and process and a Web Application development in section 3.4. In
section 4 , we present our results and effectiveness of the proposed
methods followed by the Limitations and Future Work in section 5.
Finally, we conclude our work in section 6 and our complete work
is available on the GitHub link provided in section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
The flavor of the coffee and its correlation between combination
of various factors including Altitude, Country/Region, Variety, and
Processing Methods were understudied. Meanwhile, there are more
limited research studying such subject through Machine Learning
or Deep Learning methods. One recent study focused on inves-
tigating the feasibility of predicting complex coffee flavors with
DCNN(ResNet) using NIR spectra readings as the inputs, have

demonstrated the capabilities of ResNet in doing such task.[15]
While (Chang Et.al, 2021) used NIR spectra readings as input to
predict, such process could be both time and economical costly. The
prior works [16] used several fine-tuning approaches to provide the
text summarizing which provided an idea of using the fine-tuning
approach for the coffee flavor in texual formats. Other works [42]
included the work in the difference of training and testing data.
The paper [33] provides us the knowledge of using the language
models on natural language processing tasks improves the task
performance on both few-shot and zero-shot. The paper [9] shows
us on how the models are trained to follow the natural language
instructions in a simulated environment. There are papers [10] that
provided us the consequences of the possible risks in the real world
associated with the behavior of the language models and tells us
on how the model architcture can be modified mitigate the harms.

The thriving of Transformers[39] based models give the task
another approach which to focus on its lexical meaning and giant
amount of infomation existed on the internet which wrote sensory
evaluation mainly done by coffee experts and Q Graders. More-
over, as Transformers were largely used Word Embeddings as their
input and output, we could have a better measurement of the sim-
ilarities of predicted flavors. Lastly,some recently proposed NLP
model such as GPT-3 has showed an outstanding ability in few-shot
learning.[14] We intrigued the ability of GPT-3 in flavor prediction
and formulated a testing query to text-davinci-002 engine. In re-
sult, we found out that GPT-3 engine is capable to understand the
context and generated flavors in the sentence level; however, the
generated flavors seemed oversimplified, and it urged the need to
propose a new model.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the detailed methodology of our pro-
posed work.

3.1 Data Collection
Over the years, though coffee has become one of the worlds most
consuming beverages, the predication of the coffee flavor still re-
mained as an unpopular task in deep learning, and we have found
only limited coffee dataset publicly accessible. One of the most pop-
ular coffee database called as coffee quality databse is gathered by
coffee quality institute CQI.[17]. The CQI database contains the col-
lection of the detailed coffee beans information. This CQI dataset is
the largest coffee dataset that is available publicly with around 1300
entries by merging the two different popular coffee species (arabica
and robusta) and contains the labels of coffee features that includes
species, Owner, Country of Origin, Farm Name, Lot Number, Mill,
ICO Number, Company, Altitude, Region, Producer, Number of
Bags, Bag Weight, In Country Partner, Harvest Year, Grading Date,
Owner , Variety, Processing Method, Aroma, Flavor, Aftertaste,
Acidity, Body, Balance, Uniformity, Clean Cup, Sweetness, Cupper
Points, Total Cup Points, Moisture, Category One Defects, Quak-
ers, Color, Category Two Defects, Expiration, Certification Body,
Certification Address, Certification Contact, unit_of_measurement,
altitude_low_meters, altitude_high_meters, altitude_mean_meters.
However, these coffee information labels that describes the sen-
sory characteristics[12](Aroma, Flavor, Aftertaste, Acidity, Body,
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Balance, Uniformity, Clean.Cup, Sweetness) of the coffee does not
provide the user with the its textual description but rather it sim-
ply provides the predicted mathematical score out of 10 based on
the training processing of the supervised labels. More importantly,
There is no single dataset that is publicly available providing the
textual description of the coffee flavors considering several coffee
features as the labels provided in the coffee quality institute data
set.

The flavors of the coffee is one of the most significant driving
force for several coffee industries however the prediction of the
coffee flavor remains as a more complex problem due to the limited
availability of the coffee professionals. Even with the availabil-
ity of the coffee experts, there is a possibility of the biased and
time-consuming data resulting from the coffee professionals which
provides an inefficient coffee information results. In. general, this
remains as a common problem for any model dependent with the
humans for predicting the result. Hence in this paper, we propose
a novel idea of predicting the coffee flavor in a textual descrip-
tion using a novel deep learning technique. We understood the
need to create a data set that can provide the result of the coffee
flavors along with other essential factors to overcome the limi-
tations of human dependencies and other existing bias problems.
Initially, we performed an excessive search of the coffee websites
search for extracting the coffee features and other information
that are useful for creating the reliable coffee data set for predict-
ing the coffee flavors. We identified the coffee websites that in-
cludes the royalcoffee [4], onyxcoffeelab[2], blackwhiteroasters[1],
thecaptainscoffee[5], yce[6]. However, these coffee websites does
not contain thousands of data that is generally required for the
model training. The royalcoffee[4] contains 1073 coffee data en-
tries, thecaptaincoffee[5] website contains 40 entries and the others
having only around 5 to 10 coffee data entries. However to perform
the analysis on the real existing data, we considered the data from
the two major websites containing some sufficient data of reason-
able coffee related information and those includes the royalcoffee[4]
having 1073 coffee data entries, thecaptaincoffee[5] having 40 en-
tries. Though the coffee data entries are limited, there are several
coffee features that are available for each of these entries. The coffee
data of the royalcoffee[4] webiste includes the features of Grower,
Variety, Region, Harvest, Altitude, Soil, Process, Certifications and
Flavors. The coffee data of the thecaptaincoffee[5] website includes
Arrival Date, Acidity & Brightness, Balance & Finish, Body & Tex-
ture, Flavors, Grade, Processing, Grower, Region, Varietals, Roasting.
We collected these coffee features by implementing a python script
that can perform the web scrapping. The webscrapping is achieved
with the help of the most suitable BeautifulSoup python library.
We gathered all the coffee related information from each of the
websites and stored the result in a JSON file that is fed to the next
Data Preprocessing stage.

3.2 Data Preprocessing
The data that are unreliable and irrelevant can aim to produce
misleading results and can highly affect the model accuracy and
efficiency. In order to ensure better model performance, we per-
formed the data preprocessing of the dataset generated in section
3.1. We identified that the coffee features are not uniform across all

the websites as in general the site owners corresponding to each
of the coffee webistes would have their own design style of web
page creation. The coffee information or features available in some
of the coffee websites is not available in the other coffee websites.
This gave us an idea to decide the important features of the coffee
beverage based on the the accessibility of the coffee features that
are available across all the websites. We identified the features that
are most important, useful are existing across the available websites
and are consistent in the occurrence of the coffee features in the
provided coffee websites. Finally, we concluded that the following
coffee features that have to be considered for our data set those
include coffee cultivated country region, coffee growing altitude
above the sea level, variety of the coffee, processing method of the
coffee and finally the flavors of the coffee. We decided that these
coffee features are the most important features for the prediction of
the flavors. We have eliminated the unreliable features that includes
Grower, Harvest, Soil, Certifications from the royalcoffee[4] raw
dataset and Arrival Date, Acidity & Brightness, Balance & Finish,
Body & Texture, Grower, Roasting from the thecaptaincoffee[5] raw
dataset. We also noticed the inconsistency in the naming and text
similarity across the coffee features in the dataset that we generated
in section 3.1. The coffee features of the thecaptaincoffee[5] web-
site that includes Varietals, Processing, Grade contains the textual
naming mismatch with the Variety, Process, Altitude coffee feature
in royalcoffee[4] respectively. We implemented the python script
to remove all these inconsistencies, missing, redundant and unre-
liable data and created the dataset that is uniform and consistent
across all the coffee data entries to obtain accurate results from our
proposed model. Removing these inconsistencies also prevents the
over-fitting of our DeepCoffee model and serves to provide faster
performance and more accurate results. Hence using the python
script, we created the data set with the following labels for the
coffee features: Region, Altitude, Variety, Processing method and
Flavors.

3.3 Data Modeling
GPT-3[14], a transformer based model has demonstrated a profound
performance in few-shot learning, and some recent studies[40] has
demonstrated more satisfying result in zero-shot performance us-
ing instruction-tuning. Coffee Flavors prediction in another term
requires the language model to understand a context involving
geographic location, altitude, coffee species, processing methods,
and generates vocabularies or sentences to perform sensory evalu-
ation(describing flavor).

The OpenAI API[3] provides a wide set of training language
models that are suitable for the intentions of the users while mak-
ing them to stay more truthful, and not being biased, toxic, or
otherwise harmful[33]. The models perform a wide variety of of
natural language tasks that are suitable for different levels of tasks
as well as the ability to fine-tune the models to improve the ability
of the overall model performance. In general, the language models
provided by openAI API[3] are significant in understanding and
generating the text.

Prompts and completions - The openAI provides a simple inter-
face to the models that are extremely powerful and flexible. The
users are required to provide some text input as a "prompt" and the
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model will generate a text completion that matches with that input
prompt provided by the user[3]. The text completion is the core
of openAI API. The text completion can be moderately considered
as an auto complete feature, content generation, expansion and
summarization in which the model predicts the result based on the
user input included in the prompt[3].

Tokens - It is very important for the models to understand the
model input for processing and providing the results more accu-
rately. The openAI provides the method for the models to under-
stand and process the input text from the user by breaking the
text into tokens[3]. The number of tokens for processing depends
on both the length of the text inputs and outputs provided by the
user. One token is considered to be approximately 4 characters or
0.75 words for English text[3]. The openAI imposed a limitation
that on including both the text prompt and the generated model
completion, the token size to exceed no more than the model’s max-
imum context length[3]. The openAI contains most of the models
provided with the limit in its maximum context length which is
around 2048 tokens, or about 1500 words approximately[3].

However, there is a major drawback of openAI models. The
models of the openAI includes the price points as shown in Figure
4. The price of the model training increases with the increase in the
size of the dataset as the number of tokens increases and hence the
openAI model is not affordable for the datasets with a large number
of textual words. Currently, GPT-3 is not a open source model and
also it requires hundreds of GPUs that is not possible to run on local
computer and requires a superpower computer. Microsoft paid for
most of the training costs (several million dollars) and optioned
to exercise their contractual rights to exclusively license source
code. Though we have the other transformed model GPT-2 which
is a open-source model and can be run on a local machine, the
performance of the model is poor. Hence we opted to use GPT-3
for our experiment to not compromise on the results for our work
and that overall costed us around $90 pricing charge for using the
model of openAI as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 2.

Figure 1: OpenAI Fine-tuned GPT-3 Pricing

The openAI provides four different models that are suitable
for different level of tasks as shown in Figure 3 along with the
other base models davinci, curie, babbage, and ada shown in Figure

Figure 2: OpenAI models comparison Pricing

4. We used "Davinci" with fine-tuning that is highly suitable in
performing the complex tasks and understanding the content that
requires a lot of understanding and computing resources. Fine-
tuning the model provides various advantages as follows: Increased
capability of solving more complex problems with cause and effect
Highly accurate and efficient results Ability to perform the few-shot
learning on more inputs that can fit in a prompt Limits the token
size with the short text prompt

Figure 3: Model description with token size

Figure 4: Pricing of the base models
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We installed the OpenAI command-line interface (CLI) for set-
ting up the Davinci model using the Package Installer for Python
(PIP)[3]. The openAI model provided the ability to fine-tune spec-
ified tasks that can be aimed to achieve best performance results
on wide number of tasks[3]. We loaded our API key in the variable
OPENAI_API_KEY for setting up the local environment for the
model processing[3].The key variable is the environment variable
provided by the openAI . Followed by the setup, we implemented
the python script to customise the preprocessed dataset created in
section 3.2 to the prompt-completion pair in JSON format as shown
in Figure 5 for preparing the training data as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Preprocessed data in JSON format

The openAI imposes the requirement of the training data for their
provided models in JSONL format. In order to make the proposed
requirement easier, the openAI developed a CLI data preparation
tool that provides the users to directly reformat the dataset[3].
The dataset in different formats such as CSV, TSV, XLSX, JSON or
JSONL file formats can be converted into a JSONL with the only
requirement that the input file format should contain a prompt and
a completion column/key[3] using openAI CLI data preparation
tool. This allows the users to save time, effort and avoid human
errors. We prepared the training data by converting our JSON file
into JSONL file as shown in Figure 6. A string "->" has been added
to the end of the prompt for indicating the model to start generating
completions, rather than continuing with the prompt[3].

Figure 6: Training Data in JSONL format

We performed our model fine-tuning process using the highly
capable Davinci model by creating two different datasets. The first
dataset contains the real data of coffee related information that is
obtained from the websites as described in section 3.1 with around
1300 coffee data entries. We have introduced the second dataset
for the two main reasons. First, GPT-3 is a very large language
model and can take thousands of entries for evaluating the model
accuracy and so we created the second dataset with 10000 entries
to study the behavior of GPT-3 model performance. Second, coffee
flavor prediction is a variable data and so we decided to explore the
model prediction of the coffee flavors by creating a large number
of additional entries and to study on how our. DeepCoffee model

behaves with the changes in the coffee features. For example, we
would like to explore the flavors when a coffee grown altitude is
changed in a different region or what if the the processing method
of a region is changed. Does the coffee flavors change ?Whether our
DeepCoffee model can provide any new innovations that can drive
the coffee industries ?. Hence, we created 10000 entries including
the real dataset entries by implementing a python script. The script
is written in such a way that it creates the 10000 entries using
only the coffee feature values from the real dataset entries to avoid
non-existing, fake, toxic and unrelaiable in our dataset. We then
evaluated the performance of the model on two different datasets.
We split each of our datset into 80% training data and 20% testing
data and achieved a good model accuracy of 83.5%.

3.4 Web Application
As GPT-3[14] has demonstrated a SOTA performance in many NLP
tasks, such large language model have enormous potential in the
real world application. DeepCoffee built upon those abilities, and
tuned to understand professional specialty coffee context. We were
surprised by the performance of the model in its knowledge of
coffee producing regions though we did not specifically designed
our dataset while testing, and then we decided to utilize its capacity
in building an interactive Web Application.

Figure 7: Web application for coffee flavor prediction

Empowering by existing OpenAI API on Node.js, we chose to
use react.js as our front-end framework in building the website.
Except for other design elements, the main input frame in which
user input prompts to DeepCoffee contains four major categories:
Region, Altitude, Variety, and Process. Those four major categories
corresponded to the input query we trained our DeepCoffee model,
and should find a great prediction by the model. For Altitude, we
have regulated the scale to be 800 - 2400 masl which corresponded
to the highest and lowest altitude we have seen when we collected
our dataset, and which the optimal growing altitude for overall
Arabica Coffee Trees. Moreover, for the Variety and Processing, we
chose to add few representing examples(Heirloom, Typica, and etc.
in Variety and Naturla, Washed, Honey, and etc in Process) in the
autocomplete bar but also allow users to input text other than we
the existing ones.
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3.4.1 Autocomplete. The major novelty we contributed to user
input frame, however, is at the region text field input experience.
During our training process we found that DeepCoffee is able to
predict accurate regions with user inputted only few characters
without any spcific training on coffee regions dataset. The observa-
tion then became our stimuli to develop autocomplete functionality
on region input. We have developed a structured query8 in order
to let the model generate response on predicted input based on few
characters.

Figure 8: Structured Requesting Query

Figure 9: Autocomplete Region

Figure 10: Autocomplete Region

3.4.2 Flavor Prediction. After user inputted all 4 text input, we then
organized user inputs in the similar constuct as training dataset
as prompts to feed DeepCoffee. We have tested some example we
found on specialty coffee roasters to the model, and find a great
demonstration of flavors that similar to what the roasters have
wrote.11 However, we did not perform systematic evaluation of the
accuracy of the model at this point.

Figure 11: Web Result of the Coffee flavors Prediction

4 RESULTS
In this section, we provide our evaluation results as an evidence for
our work.

We conducted the experiments of fine-tuning GPT-3 model on
two different datasets as described in section 3.3. We compared the
training accuracy and loss of the two datsets having the 1300 entries
and 10000 entries to study our DeepCoffee(GPT-3 + fine-tuning)
model behavior with scaling the size of the entries in the dataset.
The training accuracy of our DeepCoffee model with the real 1300
entries dataset shows a highly significant result of 91.3% as can be
seen in Figure 12 while achieving a low loss as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12: Training accuracy of the real dataset with 1300
entries

The training accuracy of our DeepCoffee model with the 10000
entries in the coffee dataset (that is created using the randomness
from the real dataset containing 1300 entries) is evaluated to study
the performance of the model with higher number of data entries
in the dataset and that the model shows a result of 77.1% training
accuracy as shown in Figure 14 and the training loss as shown in
Figure 15.

We could observe the decrease in the training accuracy however
this is not conclusive for determining the training accuracy of our
DeepCoffee model due to the randomness introduced in in the
generation of the dataset. Due to the price charge by openAI in the
number of tokens used in the dataset. This costed us with around
74.71 dollars as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 13: Training loss of the real dataset with 1300 entries

Figure 14: Accuracy with training large dataset

Figure 15: Training loss of the large dataset with 10000 entries

Figure 16 provides the comparison of the training accuracy of
1300 entries dataset and 10000 entries dataset.Figure 17 provides the
comparison of the training loss of 1300 entries dataset and 10000
entries dataset.

We decided to study the performance of the model over the real
dataset containing 1300 entries for providing the accurate results
without any toxic and unreliable data that can impact the model
behavior. We divided the data set with real 1300 coffee information
data entries into 80% training data and 20% testing data i.e in the ra-
tio of 4:1 such that the training data contains 1040 entries and testing
data contains 260 entries. We compared our Deepcoffee (Davinci+
Fine-tuning) model with the other models that includes text-ada-
001, text-babbage-001, text-curie-001, text-davinci-002 provided by
the OpenAI. Our DeepCoffee model achieved a high accuracy of
83.5% over the other OpenAI models with text-davinci-002 resulting
in 73.2% accuracy followed by text-ada-001 with 66.8% accuracy,

Figure 16: Accuracy comparison with training real and large
dataset

Figure 17: Training loss comparison of the real dataset with
1300 entries in red and 10000 entries in blue

text-curie-001 with 64.2% accuracy , text-babbage-001 63.2% accu-
racy as shown in Figure 18. However with the price points of the
models in openAI, the comparison with the other charged us an
additional cost of 18.60 dollars as shown in figure2

Overall, the experiments prove that our DeepCoffeemodel (Davinci
with Finetuning) are the coffee experts that can provide the more
accurate predication of the the coffee flavors with the given coffee
features region, altitude, variety and finally the processing method.

Figure 18: Testing accuracy between different model

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Due to the limited availability and consistency of the coffee related
information across the websites, we considered only five important
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coffee features (that includes Region, Altitude, Variety, Processing
method and Flavors) for the prediction of the coffee flavors and
we would like to further explore our DeepCoffee model behavior
by largely scaling the coffee features. One of the major limitation
of our DeepCoffee is the pricing for the model usage being GPT-3
not an open source model. Overall, the work on fine-tiuning our
DeepCoffee model costed us around $90. The model is still not fully
reliable as they still can generate biased or toxic text, or simply not
following user instructions[33]. We would like to further research
the complications and other problems with GPT-3 not being open
sourced apart from the computing resources. We currently used the
GPT-3 and fine-tuning approach by the openAI and we would like
to explore our future research on creating a new model design for
predicting the coffee flavors while achieving better performance
and high accuracy.

6 CONCLUSION
We have shown our model DeepCoffee, a GPT-3 based transformer
model with the fine-tuning can better predict the flavors of the
coffee. We presented our DeepCoffee model performance with two
different dataset scaling the tokens. We provided our model com-
parison with the other GPT-3 based models that includes ada, curie
and babbage and showed that our model provides the flavor predic-
tion result with a higher accuracy. Finally, we implemented a web
application which is GUI-based that allows the users to provide the
input to the coffee features region, variety, altitude and processing
method and obtain the coffee flavors as the output with an easy
interfacing and a good visualisation.

7 CODE
https://github.com/Andy-LZH/GPT-3-Coffee
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